Gas and electricity connections for house
builders and providers

Fast and effective
solution to save you
time & money

The LECCY (Liverpool Energy Community Company) is offering house builders and
housing providers a fast and effective connection solution for gas and electricity for
their new builds and renovations, making it one less thing for you to worry about.
The LECCY, brought to you by the Mayor of Liverpool, offers low cost gas and electricity
to the people of Liverpool and the wider North West. Reducing poverty in the city is a
priority and we know that one of the best ways to support people is to help them save
money on their energy bills.
The LECCY is a partnership between Liverpool City Council and Robin Hood Energy, a
not for profit energy supplier wholly owned by Nottingham City Council. The aim is to
offer people the best energy deals for them. There are no shareholder or director
bonuses so all profits are ploughed back into keeping prices low for customers and to
supporting energy saving projects locally.
The LECCY offers fair and affordable tariffs, including our
prepayment tariff which is one of the most competitive tariffs on
the market. At the LECCY we put the customer at the heart of
everything we do and our ethos is very much on treating
customers fairly. This is continually reflected in the standards
and policies we adhere to.

Our connection solution will save you time, money and deliver real benefits
We hope that you will support the Mayor’s desire to tackle fuel poverty by using the LECCY within your
organisation. We know that house builders are constantly under pressure to complete a project and to
move the new occupant into the property as fast as possible. Our connection solution will save you time,
money and deliver real benefits to the new occupant.
Our fast hassle free service gives you and the new occupants heaps of benefits
• A dedicated Account Manager

• Completely free service

• Reduction in your administrative costs

• No huge forms to fill out

• Dual fuel Smart meter installation

• Can accept multiple connections at once

• Fair and affordable tariffs

• UK wide service

• Standing charges waived for new properties

• Expert advice and support

A fast, effective service with a simple process
Stage 1: Once the network operator has installed the connection to the property. You will send a New
connection notification allowing 7 full working days’ notice.

Stage 2: Robin Hood Energy manage switch and new meter installation for the requested date,
communicating any deviation from schedule.

Stage 3: New occupant contacts LECCY to setup account.

Additional services
• Feed-In-Tariffs
• Power Purchase Agreements
• Commercial Gas & Electricity

Get in touch
To find out more about our easy and simple service, please get in touch with our New Connections Team
at newconnections@theleccy.co.uk

